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FLIGHT TEST TECHN[QUE FOR EVALUATIONOF
GUST LOADALLEVIATION ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

Boyd Perry Ill
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

ABSTRACT

A technique has been devised for gust load alleviation (GLA) flight
testing that will approximate a turbulence-like excitation of the wing. An
artificial excitation is produced by randomly deflecting inboard control
surfaces on the wing, thereby producing incremental loads on the wing. This
presentation covers the background and development of the flight test
technique and analyses performed to date.



APPLICATION: DAST ARW-2

The tlight test technique described in this presentation will be applied
to the DAST ARW-2 vehicle depicted in this slide. The DAST (Drones for
Aerodynamic and Structural Testing) Project is a NASA flight program jointly
conducted by NASA-Langley and NASA-Ames/Dryden (ref. i). In this project,
aeroelastic research wings (ARW) are tlight tested using modified Firebee
target drones. The second research wing, ARW-2, is a fuel-conservative
transport-type wi,g with a supercritical airfoil, low sweep angle (25 ° for
th{_ hal_ chord), arld iliuh aspect ratio (10.3). DASI ARW-2 incorporates
multipl,# a(;tiv(_ control functions: flutter suppression_ gust load
alleviation (GLA), maneuver load alleviation, and relaxed static stability.
As irldicated irl the slide, the structural design of the wing and the design
ol the actiw_ control systems were l)ertormed under contract to NASA Langley
by th{_ l_ouing Military Airplane Company. The flight test technique evolved
from ,joint d_scussions between NASA and Boeing over the course of these
contrdcts.

For the remainder ot this presentation, the GLA will be the only active
control system o{ interest. As depicted in the slide, the GLA uses vertical
acceleration at the center of gravity as the feedback quantity and
incorporates two symmetrically-deflecting control surfaces: an outboard
control surface on the winu (denoted C) in the slide) and the all-moving
horizontal tail (denoted (_ ). The inboard control surface on the wing will
be discussed later.
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HOT]VAT[ON FOR FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUE

During the GLA portion Of flight testing there are two important
objectives- to evaluate the analytical tools which predict airplane respon-
ses to turbulence and to validate the performance of the GLA system in atmos-
pheric turbulence. Both of these objectives can be met if flight testing is
conducted in atmospheric turbulence. The sketch in the left side of the
block illustrates flight in turbulence, where for this simple illustration,

only the vertical component, wg, is indicated. However, for the DAST
Project there are significant disadvantages in attempting to flight test in
atmospheric turbulence. In order to appreciate these disadvantages, some
background information on DAST flight operations is necessary. The following
are typical of a single DAST flight:

o Flight test time is relatively short (30-45 minutes
,, per flight, due to limited amount of fuel the vehicle

can carry).
.. -_ -

o Manpower uxpediture is relatively large (40-50 engineers,
• technicians, and pilots "spending" 600-800 manhours during

the day before and day ot the flight).

o Facility and equipment commitment is relatively large
(a significant portion, of Dryden Flight Research Facility,
three airplanes, and a helicopter).

Considering this background information, the major disadvantage asso-
ciated with,_light testing in atmospheric turbulence is the uncertainty of
even "finding" turbulence to lly in. Additionally, once found, the turbu-
lence must be of sufficient duration to collect the required flight data.
The possibility of not finding any or enough turbulence places both
objectives in jeopardy and the manpower, facility and equipment investments
necessary for each (short) flight makes even going looking for turbulence
unattracti:ve and impractical. Another disadvantage is the fact that, with
flight testing in turbulence, the turbulence must be measured, which
complicates and makes more complex the instrumentation and data acquisition
systems on the vehicle.

All things considered, the decision was made to not search for
atmospheric turbulence to flight test in. Theretore, as indicated on the
bottom of tileslide, an alternate excitation needed to be found.
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MOTIVATIONFOR FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUE
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PROPOSEDFLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUE

The proposed alternate excitation is illustrated in the left side of the
block. The inboard control surfaces on the wing are deflected randomly (and

symmetrically), producing random aerodynamic forces on the wing. (The symbol

6g represents this deflection.) The GLA system will then operate to alle-
vlate the incremental loads produced by this "artificial" form of excitation.

Moving across the block, compared to atmospheric turbulence, this form
ot excitation is enormously easy to "find" (a simple matter of a flight test
engine_r turning on a switch in the control room), which makes this form of
excitation both certain and practical. However, there is a disadvantage
associated with adopting this form of excitation and this is addressed in the
right side ot tileblock.

The disadvantage is that, with this alternate excitation, only objective
no. I can be met. It is a straightforward task to modify the analytical
tools sucllthat, in the equations ot motion and dynamic loads equations, the
atmospheric-turbulence terms are replaced with artificial-excitation terms.
With this modification, the analysis methodology may be evaluated by compar-
ing analytical predictions with flight test results. Objective no. 2, vali-
dating the performance ot the GLA in atmospheric turbulence, cannot be met
directly, llowever,if the performance of the GLA can be validated with
respect to artificial excitation, this will give confidence and be an
indirect indication that the GLA will perform in atmospheric turbulence.

l)ueto the certainty and practicality of "tindinu" the artificial exci-
tation and the fact that objective no. I) can be met, it was decided to adopt
the random control deflection as the excitation for GLA flight testing.



PROPOSEDFLIGHTTESTTECHNIQUE
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DESIGNPHILOSOPHYOF ARTIFICIAL EXCITATIONSYSTEM

The block diagramdepicts DAST ARW-2 with the GLA system. Disturbance
quantities w and _q representthe two forms of random excitation
discussedin _his presentation. Althoughshown together on the block
diagram,during the discussionof this slide, it is to be understoodthat
only one excitationwill be presentat a time. The remainderof this slide
outlines the approachtaken and considerationsinvolvedin designingthe
system which produces the artificialexcitation.

An important assumption is that the artificial excitation is a random
process with known properties. Therefore, as with atmospheric turbulence,
random process theory may be employed both in the reduction of flight test
data and in analysis.

Irlswitching to an alternate form ol excitation it was recognized that,
almost certainly, all airplane responses will change. Here, "responses" are
dnalytical power spectral (Je,sityfunctions (psd's) due to either
excitation. The philosophy taken in the design of the artificial excitation
system was to select a single response (wing root bending moment, because it
is the quantity the GLA was designed to reduce), and attempt to do the
following: by proper choice of artiticial excitation system parameters to

"match" this response due to 6g as closely as possible to the same
response due to wg. This attempt is shown on the right side of the
s|ide.

The top plot is a psd of wing root bending moment due to atmospheric
turbulence, for GLA oft, at Mach number 0.7 and altitude 15,000 feet. It is
a log-log plot with approximately twelve log cycles along the ordinate (not
shown) and four along the abscissa (corresponding to frequencies from 0.1 to
1,0OO radians per second). The peak at about 3 rps represents the short
period mode; the peaks beginning at about 100 rps are due to the flexible
modes. The bottom plot is a psd ot wing root bending moment due to artifi-
cial excitation (also for GLA off, same Mach number and altitude). The
character o{ both psd's is the same: prominent short period mode and signif-
iCdnt dttenuation ot the high-trequency flexible triodes.On the basis of this
similarity it was decided that the match was acceptable. The next slide
shows how the artiticial excitation system is implemented and the choice of
parameters to produce this match.
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IMPLEMENTATIONOF ARTIFICIAL EXCITATIONSYSTEM

This slide illustrates the three elements of the artificial excitation

system: a signal generator, a filter, and a gain. The signal generator
(ref. 2) contains a 9-bit and an 11-bit shift register which are both driven
by a 100-Hertz clock. The outputs of the two shift registers are combined,
creating binary noise (a digital signal with magnitudes, in this case, of
either +0.5 volt or -0.5 volt with duration of 0.01 seconds). The signal
leaving the signal generator (*) has the characteristics indicated at the
bottom ot the slide. The sequence of +O.5's and -O.5's repeats in about
three hours. This repetition means that the signal generator is actually
periodic it left on tot a long enough time, but it has certain properties of
a random signal when left on tot less than three hours. Hence, the term
pseudo-random. In addition, the power spectral density function of the sig-
ndl atthis point will have constant amplitude trom 0 to 10 Hertz (which
means the signal al)proximates"white noise" over that frequency range).
N_xt, the signal enters an analog shaping 'filter. As indicated in the slide,
the tilter has a first-order over third-order transfer •function. Within the

transfer function, gain Ka and time constants 6.5, 7.5, and 10 are the
parameters chosen (refer to previous slide) to match the bending moment
psd's. The signal leaving the shaping filter (**) is now analog and
Gaussian. Next the signal passes through the gain selection and then finally
to the hydraulic actuator which deflects the inboard control surface.

The e]ectronic circuit boards implementing the artificial excitation
system have been built by the contractor and tests on the circuitry have been
performed at Langley. The next slide addresses the topic of these tests.

LU
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CHARACTERISTICSOF ARTIFICIALEXCITATIONSYSTEM

Tests were performed on the artificial excitation system circuitry to
substantiate two of the characteristics claimed in reference 2 and listed on

the bottom of the previous slide. Measured signals (about 20 minutes of data
each) were processed by a signal analyzer and results are presented in this
slide to answer tile questions:

o Is, irlfact, the psd ol the digital signal at * (see previous slide)
"white" from O t()i0 Hertz?

o Is, in tact, the analog signal at ** (see previous slide) Gaussian?

The psd ot tiledigital signal appears on the left. There is excellent
agreement between tilemeasured psd (solid line) and a theoretical white noise
psd (dashed line) Ul)to almost 20 Hertz. As a matter of interest, even at 50
Hertz there is only a 3 dB ditference between measured and theortical psd's.
Therefore, the answer"to the first question above is "yes". On the right, a
measured histogram ot the analog signal (solid line) appears with a
ti_eoreticalprobability density function for a Gaussian distribution with
zero mean (dashed line)_ The shapes of the two curves are in excellent
agreement, confirming the claim that this analog signal is Gaussian. The
small "shift" horizontally between the two curves merely indicates that the
measured signal has a small non-zero mean.

[hese two comparisons support the assumption made in connection with the
Design Pililosophyslide, that the artilicial excitation is a random process
with known properties.

/2
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ANALYTICALAND EXPERIMENTALRESPONSESDUE TO EXCITATION

This slideserves as a transitionto the final part of the
presentation. It containsa matrix of analyticaland experimentalresponses
due to excitation. Sketchesof ARW-2, seen in earlier slides,are repeated
here. The top row correspondsto atmosphericexcitation;the bottom row, to
artificialexcitation. One column representsanalyticalresults;the other,
flight test results. The large "X" in the upper right corner is a reminder
that the decisionhas been made not to flight test in atmosphericturbulence.

The double-headed arrows indicate opportunities for comparisons.
"Later" indicates that when DAST ARW-2 enters the flight-test phase, vehicle
responses due to artificial excitation obtained during flight tests wil! be
compared with analytical predictions. The evaluation of ana|ysis methodology
(objective no. I) will be based on Lhis comparison. "Now" indicates that the
next slide conLains comparisons of analyLical responses.
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COMPARISONOF ANALYTICALRESPONSES

The results presented in this slide are normalized root-mean-square
(rms) vales of wing bending moment and wing torsional moment plotted versus
fraction of wing semispan. The top two plots correspond to atmospheric
turbulence as excitaiton. The bottom two correspond to artificial
excitation, where the location of the artificial excitation surface is indi-
cated above the abscissa. Both GLA-off and GLA-on results are presented.
The DYLOFLEX system of computer programs (refs. 3 and 4) was used to compute
these responses. Rigid-body, flexible, and control-system modes were present
in the analyses. Unsteady aerodynamics were obtained at 14 reduced
frequencies using a doublet lattice method. The analysis conditions for
these results are Mach number 0.7 and altitude 15_000 Leet.

l_eginningwith the bending-moment responses on the left side of the
slide, the open circle symbols represent normalized wing-root bending moments
(wrbm) and correspond to the two l)sd'spresented in the Design Philosphy
slide. As indicated on that slide, an effort was made to match the shape of .. "',

the wrbrn psd due to 6g with that due to _g. Although not shown.in-,,- _'i_;_"-'-':_that slide (nor was it even attempted durin_ the choosing of parameters) th:i,si_;: :'::>:
match in bending-moment psd extends outboard along the span, and is re, lected
in the very similar silapes of the Gl_A-off Ôbm curves in this slide. In
fact, were-these curves plotted on the same set of axes, they would be almost

coincident. With GLA on, there is a 30% reduction in wrbm due to Wg and
a 50% reduction due to 6g. Even though these reductions are different in
magnitude, the overall character of the GLA-on curves (with respect to their
respective GLA-off curves) is similar: reduction inboard, small increase
outboard.

Moving to the torsional-moment curves on the right and comparing the
wU results with the 6 U results, the overall shapes are obviously
dlfterent, lhe wg curves decrease approximate|y linearly moving out the
span; the 6g curves do not, but show the strong effect of the artificial
excitation surface in generating torsional moments inboard. However, there
are similarities between w(] and 6q results when the GLA-on curves are
compared with their respective GLA-off curves" 12%-15% reductions at the
root, increases outboard.
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COMPARISONOF ANALYTICALRESPONSES
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CONCLUSIONS

A tlight test technique has been presented for evaluation of GLA analy-
sis methodology. It has been decided to adopt an artificial excitation
(random symmetric deflection of inboard wing control surfaces) as an accept-
able alternative to atmospheric turbulence. This artificial excitation
allows objectiw no. I to be met directly and objective no. 2 to be met
indirectly.



CONCLUSIONS

• Flight test techniquepresentedfor evaluationof GLAanalysismethodology

• Artificial excitationacceptablealternativeto atmosphericturbulence

• Objectiveno. 1 can bemet directly

• Objectiveno. 2 can be met'indirectly if objectiveno. 1 successful ...
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